A simple method based on laser beam deflection to study the variation of diffusion coefficient with concentration in a solution is presented. When a properly fanned out laser beam is passed through a rectangular cell filled with solution having concentration gradient, the emergent beam traces out a curved pattern on a screen. By taking measurements on the pattern at different concentrations, the variation of diffusion coefficient with concentration can be determined.
Introduction
Laser beam deflection (LBD) technique is an effective and sensitive method for studying the refractive index gradient (RIG) created in a medium by various causes like temperature and concentration variations [1] . In this method, a laser beam with a gaussian profile is allowed to pass through a well defined region in which the refractive index gradient has been created by some physical effect. The amount of deflectioh suffered by the laser beam is a direct measure of RIG that has been caused in the defined region and hence yields the value of the parameters of the physical processes that create the RIG. Various features of the LBD method has been extensively discussed in the literature [2, 3] . In this work we have used the LBD method to study the different processes in electrolytic solutions. The variation of the diffusion coefficient with concentration has been worked out using the above method.
The concentration dependence of diffusion coefficient has been studied by various workers using different techniques. Some of such techniques are conductometric method [4] , isotopic tracer method [5] and interferometric method l"6]. All these techniques involve the study of the concentration of diffusing species at a particular point as a function of time. This is repeated at various spatial points. In the present method it is possible to determine the diffusing properties in the diffusing medium simultaneously at various spatial points. This will help us to identify the presence of any spatial anisotropy in the medium.
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Principle
The schematic of the experimental set up is shown in figure 1 . Laser beam is passed through a cylindrical lens mounted with its axis at 45 ° to the vertical. The emerging fan of rays then passes through a rectangular glass cell containing the liquid. The fanned out laser beam is deflected at the interface and the curved image of the deflected beam can be obtained on the screen kept at a distance from the cell. The magnitude of beam deflection [7] is
dy where a is the distance between the cell and the screen, d the thickness of the cell and dn/dy is the refractive index gradient. Since dn/dy is proportional to concentration gradient dC/dy, one can write
where K is a constant. Introducing a horizontal coordinate x on the screen for the rays passing through the depth y in the cell, and with an appropriate choice of origin, x is related to y through the expression
where b is the distance from the cell to the origin of the fan of rays. The magnitude of deflection is different for different concentrations. In the case of electrolytic solutions, diffusion coefficient (D) depends on concentration. Then the diffusion equation can be written as [8] ec dO(C)(ac
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Laser beam deflection technique
These nonlinear equations defining D as an arbitrary function of C cannot be integrated. Usually the method is to find D (C) experimentally and (4) can be written as and
Right hand side of (6) which is a gaussian function, and will be of the same shape traced out by the deflected beam at the boundary as seen from figure 1. Thus we write the shape of the beam trajectory inside the liquid as Z(y) = K exp(-y2/4Dt) (9) As time evolves, the boundary smears out until the concentration gradient disappears. This will result into the broadening of the gaussian function. From (7) The emerging rays from the cylindrical lens while passing through the solution gets deflected at the interface. The image due to the emergent beam is traced out on a graph paper at different intervals of time after the interface is formed. The depth of the different layers of the liquid is calculated using equation (2) and the value of dC/dy is calculated using (1). A graph is plotted connecting dC/dy and y. The half width of the curve at half maximum (Yl/2) of dC/dy is measured for a particular time.
This is repeated for different values of time. A graph is plotted between y2 and t I/2 (figure 2) and its slope can be used to evaluate D. The above experiment is repeated for different concentrations of the solution.
The variation of D with the concentration of electrolytic solutions is due to the presence of attractive and repulsive forces between the ions [8] . Variation of D as a function of x/C are given in figure 3 showing well defined minima for BaC12 at ~/C = 0.4523molar. In the low concentration region, the distance between the different cations (or anions) decreases as concentration is increased so that increased attractive force between them causes decrease in the mobility of the ions, thereby decreasing the diffusion rate. Above an optimum concentration the mean free path between the cations (or anions) becomes small so that repulsive force predominates thereby enhancing the mobility of the ions and increase in D. Figure 3 compares the results obtained from the present method with those of conductometric method [3] in the case of BaC12 solution. Results are in close agreement. In the low concentration region the experimental results coincide with those predicted by Onsager-Fuoss theory [9] . 
Conclusions
Concentration dependence of diffusion coefficient of ions can be explained on the basis of various ion-solvent and ion-ion interactions. At infinite dilutions, number densities of the ions are small so that, ion-ion and ion-solvent molecular interactions are less. However as concentration increases such interactions get enhanced so that transport properties will become concentration dependent. One can therefore write D as a polynomial in C so that D(C) = Do + Dx C 1/z + DzC + D3 C2/3 -}-...
The technique described in the present work can also be used to evaluate temperature dependence of refractive index of liqtiids. Such temperature coefficient of refractive index is an important quantity to study various thermo optical phenomena like photothermal deflections and thermal lens effect. Another possible extension of the work is to study the phase transition in binary liquids in which disappearance of the distortions in the image will indicate transition from multicomponent to homogeneous conditions of the liquid mixture.
